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A strategic proposal for a long-term urban remodelling of post-mining economies and landscapes
Spatial interventions: Community Incubator as a key building of the new long-term masterplan
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RECLAIM BUILDING TYPOLOGIES
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RECLAIM CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
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- metal sheets facade (reclaimed)
-aluminium profiles (new or reclaimed)
- light steel structural C-profiles and thermal insulation (new)
- aluminium C-profiles (new or reclaimed)
- metal sheets internal finishing (reclaimed)

- hummus;
- water control layer;
- gravel;
- water control layer;
- slopped concrete topping
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RECLAIM ENERGY
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RECLAIM LAND



















LEGEND

Industrial sites with limited access (former mines, steelworks, new industrial plants)

Coal hills

Wild industrial greenery

Family allotments
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LABOUR ALLOTMENTS ACT 
9 March 1949

Allotments only for the PEOPLE OF LABOUR 
as a remuneration for their hard work

-PERPETUAL LEASE from the 
POLISH UNION OF ALLOTMENT GARDENERS

- FUNCTIONS of the allotment complexes:
leisure

recreationrecreation
assurance of better social conditions

integration of multigenerational family
bringing back community

natural environment and health protection
additional source of food

-FORBIDDEN:
commercial activitycommercial activity

services
inhabitancy



NEW LABOUR ALLOTMENTS ACT 
4 October 2016

Allotments only for the PEOPLE OF LABOUR as an opportunity
to develop their businesses and investments,

trigger the economy of the city and
bring back the community

-CHEAP LAND RENTAL from the 
MUNICIPALITY 

- new additional FUNCTIONS of the allotment complexes:- new additional FUNCTIONS of the allotment complexes:
housing

place of work:
small and medium scale industry

services
commerce
education

urban agricultureurban agriculture

-REQUIRED:
to qualify for a cheap allotment rental, a stakeholder has to register

any kind of business activity



current allotment function

new allotment function













MASTERPLAN FRAMEWORKS 1:3000
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Axonometric view - masterplan scenario in the urban context 



Axonometric view - masterplan scenario in the urban context 



RECLAIM THE COMMUNITY
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